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s Disease.Two families, half a continent apart, faced with a loved one struggling against the
onset of Alzheimer’ Two men, who each wind up being the primary care-supplier for a beloved
mother-in-law.s part memoir, part journal, and all in line with the stuff we were composing at that
time. Nothing they had carried out previously had ready them for this. We often hear that life is a
journey, and it's really the journey that matters – In seeing what we experienced, and the
decisions we each made, over the arc of care-providing and then recovery, perchance you will
end up being better in a position to understand your personal path, choose your personal road.
above all else. The family met with a loved one struggling against dementia often faces new,
unforeseen twists and turns in their journey. This publication presents some perspective on that
trip, as we were going right through it. It’ They were roles they hardly ever expected to fill. the
road and the encounters –
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Excellent read We really could relate with your plight. We also have a friend, a nurse aswell, who
has been placed in a nursing house after suffering from that awful disease after progressing to
the point of her husband not being able to care for her appropriately and safely at home. good
job Good book. Fortunately our marriage survived and I started keeping a journal so I can work
on my shortcomings. I am an RN and have a 30 plus year profession looking after patients.
Appropriate and Timely I just said goodbye to my mom three weeks hence following several
years of increasingly frail health and dementia. This reserve was extremely timely and cathartic
for me personally. I assisted in the care of my mother, but not on a daily basis because I live a
distance away, but spent long periods of time caring for her. The tales that John and Jim weave
are poignant, natural, and intensely helpful to those folks who have gone through similar
encounters. Having also looked after my father in his last times of life, I could relate to some of
the emotions they described following a death of Martha Sr.. This book is a open public service.
Thank you for sharing your encounters and many thanks for doing such a lovely job of caring for
your mothers-in-law. This book is a superb read for those who are currently looking after a loved
one or for someone who has cared for someone you care about. very informative I enjoyed this
reserve very much. The reason why I downloaded this book was because I have recently
experienced the increased loss of both parents.. You were detailed about the problems or
circumstances that arise and the guilt you feel of maybe not doing enough. I had to help them
with dressing, bathing and various other bathroom functions. No one is ever prepared to lose
their cherished one from Dementia or Alzheimers, but if I had not dropped my parents and
experienced the problem first-hand, I would think your knowledge was just a story book. Thanks
for an insight to your care-giving of your loved one. Many thanks folks for pulling back again the
curtain and revealing the reality and for informing it therefore well. I likewise have experienced a
few of the related family members issues and financial issues that they faced. You feel like
you're alone as well as your mother or your dad or your grandmother will there be, but slowly
going and there is nothing you can do about it. I can't say enough about this publication. This
heart-wrenching account prepares you for what will come, but, for somebody like me, validates
what has already happened. From food prep to feeding, from adult diapers to monitoring all
medicines, from being the doctor liaison to not taking to heart the horrible vocabulary and
matches of rage from the patient(s) to the intermittent off the wall comments and other abusive
behavior. I would recommend this book to someone who may be going through this presently or
who may proceed through it later on. I took treatment of an elderly few and watched them slip
slowly into oblivion. The caregiver places up with that out of love and decency. This reserve
describes these things in the form of daily and weekly accounts in addition to diary log
webpages of personal fear and depression and exasperation and recurring bubbling senses of
humor. I loved this since it made me cry and it made me laugh. It's not all drudgery. It's
hysterically funny at times. But it wouldn't end up being funny at all in the event that you didn't
love the patient. This is a reserve of like, informed by the sons-in-law chiefly. Your mothers are
smiling from Heaven. This is essential read for adult kids who have to say goodbye to
individuals they love probably the most. God bless the authors and their wives and the
parent/patients they had to like, under fire, no matter what, until loss of life they did component.
And you think you understand what's ahead, nevertheless, you don't. These females were
honored by their kids and their children's husbands. I am overwhelmed and proud to know (two
of them). I'm proud to contact these people my friends. I highly recommend this book to
everyone! That is an psychological, gripping, incredibly personal accounts of love and dedication
and honor. You really don't. A Must Read for Anyone Who Has To Slowly Lose A Parent This



book is a comfort. This book describes personality changes from simply being brief tempered to
forgetting how to speak, forgetting your name or thinking you certainly are a man, if you are her
daughter. also added a different aspect than did the component pertaining toKathi being an
only "kid " to Georgia. I couldn't put it down.. To all or any who read this examine ... sit back and
take your time and enjoy Her Final Year: A Care-Giving Memoir. And merely to end this review
with a smile: You may never forget this publication. The 36 hour day became my bible this
reserve I know will become my guide ultimately stage of my Mother`s dementia and assures me
I am on the right course it is inspiration if you are looking for guidance. Excellent and holds
nothing at all aside! If you've ever handled an elderly family member or any sort of dementia
after that this is the best book I have seen. I didn't recognize that it was an Alzheimer story till I
began reading it. Our family had both nursing home knowledge and hospice. I value you sharing
your stories to help others who are suffering from this today. Seeing also the real recovery
period after both females passed on was good as well. I don't think most people realize how
very much you merely make small changes to your life as you care for people. When all of the
small changes are placed together nevertheless, lookout!The family factor with Martha Sr. I
loved it.Exceptional work! So sad but very well written. For that reason I really enjoyed scanning
this. A heart wrenching memoir When I made a decision to read this publication I was very ill and
trying to cope with having found that I've terminal cancer and my time left was short. and
Georgia. This story of two virtually identical woman and families are struck with an extremely
sad and frightening dementia and when that isn't bad enough, the family should be strong and
24 caregivers while quitting their own lives to make these women's journey as comfortable
because they can. The aftermath of their deaths I really believe is actually harder on these
caregivers as they make an effort to grieve and obtain lives back. I think they thank you
probably the most. I thought this might be a book which could or would help him following this
ordeal has ended. My mother in November 2008 and my father in-may 2010.. I'm struck with
sincere empathy as I too miss these women very long following the book ends. I recommend
this publication to anyone who is facing their own Final Year having to say the very long
goodbye.. My husband had had to dominate the roll of caregiver.. Grappling with
Medicare/Medicaid insurance alone can make you feel crazy. There are a great number of kids
that whenever their parents reach be an excessive amount of their put in homes and so are
visited just on "special" occasions so you should feel good in your center that you did great..
Granted I was a caregiver to a cancer patient and in the end simply wanted him to become at
peace with himself, regardless on where that left me. I felt much empathy for both of your
families and did confirm if you ask me the stress and harm to a caregivers wellness.I found
myself laughing and crying often as I browse this, particularly near to the end. I did have a bit of
difficulty keeping things right as you went forwards and backward in time with the narrative.
Which could just have already been me experiencing chemo fog. Her final yr: A care giving
memoir by James Downey,John Burke This book is an essential read for anyone looking after
someone with dementia. Enjoy. Three Stars OK A story worthy of 5 stars. A story worthy of five
stars but I found it kind of difficult to keep right, which family and individual they were talking
about. The author did a good job of writing about the difficulties confronted by the family
caregivers. I hands it to them for sticking to a very difficult task for a long time. It had been a
trying and annoying time despite having hospice because they didn't give after hour help so I
could go away even for around 30 minutes, therefore was trapped in a situation that wasn't
likely to end well and acquired a relationship that was falling apart. I took care of my dad who
had Alzheimer's as well until the last 4 a few months of his existence. I certainly can relate with



your experience.
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